
The Room Two

**About The Room Two**

The Room Two is the sequel to the critically acclaimed mobile game "The Room". As in the

previous game, players have to decode mysterious messages and solve many puzzles.

In The Room Two you are, as in the previous game, in a small and dark room. In this room you will

find numerous chests, boxes and objects which you have to decode and open. Above all, the game

convinces by its outstanding 3D graphics, which make the gameplay and the objects to be

explored more realistic than ever. In order to solve the tricky physics puzzles, often special objects

or the so-called eyepiece must be used, which can be collected in the course of the game. If you

do not know what to do next, you can also activate the hint feature. The Room Two can be played

with a total of three different profiles, so even several players can solve puzzles independently.

**The Room Two - Features:** 

- Solve tricky puzzles: In The Room Two, you explore a dark and atmospheric room, trying to

decode the puzzles and cryptic messages of the scientist "A.S." In the small room you will find

many mysterious chests, boxes and objects. Try to open the chests and boxes, collect clues and

helpful objects and use them to open or complete chests or puzzles. That's the only way you can

find out the secret that the scientist A.S. left.

- Use the eyepiece: For many puzzles, the so-called eyepiece must be used. However, you must

first find and assemble the individual parts of this object. With the help of the eyepiece you can

make things visible that are not visible to the naked eye. For example, you can identify fingerprints

on chests or boxes and find out where to press to release a mechanism.

- Activate hints: Since many puzzles are quite difficult to solve, you will need time for some

puzzles. If you get stuck despite long reflections and numerous attempts, you can also activate

the hint function of the game.

- Impressive graphics: The Room Two impresses with its impressive 3D graphics that make every

room and every object incredibly realistic. The dark atmosphere of the game is also underlined by

a good sound. The richness of detail of the game ensures that you can optimally enjoy the puzzles

and stories presented in the game.  

Conclusion: The Room Two is a successful and equally exciting and tricky sequel of the popular

game "The Room", which impresses with impressive graphics and beautiful designed puzzles.


